Abstract
Introduction
Robotics is a fascinating and important example of a truly interdisciplinary field. Today, input from specialists from many different backgrounds is required to produce successful robots. The differing backgrounds of traditional robot scientists has led to an apparently natural dispersion of techniques among the different sub-areas in the field.
Mechanical and control engineers for example, traditionally design and analyze robots based on a good understanding of the (analog) hardware and (continuous) equations of motion of robot components and systems.
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Rice University Houston, TX 77005 {cavallar, martinl}@rice.edu However, the resulting designs often owe much to the experience and tastes of the particular design team, are extremely complex to model well, and it is not easy to analyze the effects of even small design changes. This leads to many 'one-of-a-kind' robot types, and makes it difficult to extrapolate experience gained in one robot application to others. This in turn hinders the transition of new results.
Computer scientists, on the other hand, would often like to see completely discrete models for robots, and often develop their algorithms as if robots truly were digital in nature [13] . However, the continuous-time nature of actual robots often 'foils' these algorithms (unexpected continuous 'behavior' between the logical steps undermines the assumptions made), which leave an important part of the physical situation unaddressed. This often frustrates the attempt to effectively apply high-level algorithms in robotics.
Although there are areas, notably robot path and task planning, where logical and continuous algorithms each contribute significantly, most areas in robotics are dominated by analysis using one or the other form of analysis. While this appears natural in most cases, a key difficulty in robot systems integration is the synergy between the different types of algorithms.
There have been numerous efforts in the use of purely analog techniques to develop high-level analysis and simulation tools for robotic and mechatronic systems (see for example [21] ). However, it is difficult to incorporate 'events' (such as changes in system goals due to completion of subtasks, etc.) which happen at discrete times into an inherently analog framework. Additionally, since virtually all robots are controlled by digital computers which communicate with the analog 'world' via A/D and D/A conversion, there is a fundamental issue as to how truly 'analog' is a real robot system anyway? Care has to be taken with purely analog analysis (for example with stability proofs of controller designs based on continuous mathematics) to ensure that the effects of sampling, etc. are taken into account.
as those proposed for actuation and assembly in microand nano-robot technology [3, 19, 261. However, the traditional purely 'analog' approach is still the most widely used in robotics. This is in no small part due to practitioners' familiarity and comfort with, and the necessity of considering (for traditional robots), the inherently continuous nature of the kinematic and dynamic models of robots, and the analog nature of most conventional actuator and sensor systems. This is probably appropriate for many traditional cases, where the behavior of the system over a time period of interest can be described by a continuous-time system with fixed structure.
However, there are a great many situations of current interest where this description is insufficient. For robot tasks such as walking, grasping and regrasping, contact and impact with the environment, etc., the system equations change structurally at discrete (possibly unpredictable) instants of time. This is also often the case when faults occur in the robot system, or when the overall plan changes or moves on to a different phase. In all these cases, a different continuous-time model is needed to describe the modified system following each of the discrete events. The purely continuous time analysis, while valuable and critical, and the focus of almost all traditional applications, can be seen as a subset of the overall (logical) progression of the robot system, in which events at discrete times are seen to logically describe the evolution of the system. The above limitations of purely continuous analysis have led to much interest recently in the notion of 'Hybrid' systems [7] . In such systems, both discrete (logical) and continuous (analog system) analyses are included, connected by an appropriate 'interface' layer. This seems to be an appropriate approach, since it explicitly considers the hybrid nature of the real system, and has been adopted in various forms by a large number of investigators. However, even in this case, if the nature of the underlying robot system is dynamically tightly coupled, this typically causes inherent difficulty in the interplay between the discrete and continuous levels [2]. In this paper we argue that, just as there are many cases where a purely analog analysis can be appropriate, there are strong motivations for a purely discrete approach in many interesting and significant examples.
We propose in this paper the adoption of 'digital robots' to address these issues. These digital robots would make the jump from the analog to digital world by operating between a specified set of discrete states (i.e. the joint or configuration space would be restricted to a finite set of states). Existing examples of such 'digital' devices in robotics include pneumatic drives (typically operated in 'bang-bang' fashion) [23] . Other such inherently digitaI devices are actuators based on levitation in magnetic fields, and others such Notice however that in the above definition we are not restricted to 'bang-bang' types of actuators for these digital robots. The joints themselves could still be analog in nature. A 'digital' robot can be practically realized by driving each joint by stepper motors [26] , where the operational space of the robot in the end effector locations corresponds to all combinations of 'steps' of the motors at the joints via the forward kinematics. Alternatively, a continuous actuator can be turned into a precise two-state actuator by replacing position feedback by a mechanical constraint and overpowering it, to reach two states under load [6].
The idea of restricting the motions of robots to a finite number of states is not new [18, 201, and In the following sections, we discuss the motivation for, and possible advantages of, these 'digital' robots.
Of course, we are not suggesting that all robots should suddenly be restricted to operate over a finite set of states. There are many applications (high precision cutting, for example) where a very precise continuous path needs to be followed by the robot, and a restriction to (even a very high number of) discrete states for the end effector would be unacceptable. However, we argue that there are significant cases where such a conversion to inherently digital robots makes a lot of sense. An analogy, which we will develop further in the following sections, is that a large number of electronic systems are, and should remain, inherently analog. However, a conversion in the electronics industry of many areas from analog to digital electronics 30 years ago has brought about a major change in the way that we live our lives today. In the following sections, we pose the question of what analogous benefits might be gained by the robotics community from a similar philosophy.
Motivation for Digital Robots
If the concept of digital robots has been around for a long time, why are we writing this paper at this time? A primary motivation for the authors was the belief that, although there is a significant amount of scientific and technological innovation taking place in robotics, there remain significant fundamental barriers to progress.
Essentially, robotics is still in its infancy, relative to where we believe the industry can, and should, go. Perhaps a good analogy is to the automobile industry before the Model T Ford. There are a great many 'one of a kind' or 'several of a kind' robots, and in general, the art of the designer rules. Each new robot system is essentially built from scratch, with experience of the design team key. There is a general lack of a set of 'design rules' for robot design.
This situation is not without advantages -the model allows for individual innovation at all levels, but hampers large scale commercialization since there is no formal way for ideas and standards to transition across the industry. New innovations are usually built 'from the ground up', rather than being transitioned into an existing framework. Users usually need to be experts to extract the intended performance from a robot system. The situation is somewhat analogous to desktop computing before the Apple Macintosh defined a new generation of machines, which while not as versatile as contemporary PC's, were more user-friendly (perhaps only to the non-expert!) and bulletproof, and effectively changed the face of the genre.
. As further perspective, consider the scenario of the evolution of the field of Computer Science. As noted in [13] , in the early stages of the field, the technological components of computers were considered the prerequisites for typical courses, followed by programming, and then, eventually, abstract algorithms. However, it is now widely recognized that algorithms form the core of Computer Science [13] , and the emphasis has moved away from the technology towards the issue of how best to utilize it. This has parallels to the state of robotics today, where the focus (both in the classroom and in the research arena) often tends to be more on the technology itself than how to best apply it.
Sometimes, however, the best way to apply a technology may not be directly obvious. Consider the example of the electronics industry, which initially was a purely analog domain (the fundamental equations are governed by (continuous-time) physics, as is the case for robotics), but has evolved into a domain (digital electronics) which is beyond any reasonable expectation of most practitioners 50 years ago. In the process, the face of most other technologies have been changed significantly. In the following, we further pursue this analogy between the robotics and electronics areas, in order to discuss in more detail the issues underlying digital robots.
Analogy to Digital Circuit Design and Application
Recent advances in VLSI design have allowed for large levels of integration of simple devices, the most basic of which is the two transistor CMOS inverter. The basic inverter takes a single input and produces the logical complement of the signal. A logic symbol and circuit diagram are shown in Figure 1 and the resulting ideal inverting logic behavior is shown in Figure 2 .
The two transistor CMOS inverter is actually a rather complex circuit and many parameters, including relative transistor sizes, input waveform, and output load, may affect its behavior. to rise or fall. In the following sections, we will relate the digital behavior of the inverter and shift register to the movement of a stepper motor.
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Application of Digital Robots to Today's Problems with Existing Technology
Existing Digital Robots: Stepper Motor Robots
One already existing type of robot which is inherently digital, in the sense of the above discussion, is one whose joints are driven by stepper motors [26] .
Stepper motors differ from conventional motors in that, through the use and excitation of multiple coils in the motor, the rotor is attracted to exactly one of a finite number of positions, depending on the input. They are thus only able to assume discrete stationary angular positions. Figure 3 shows the operation of one step of the motor [25] as the coil 'B' is energized. An analogy can be made between the threshold voltage that causes a VLSI inverter to switch in Figure 2 and the appropriate threshold current IB in Figure 4 that exceeds static friction and causes the motor to turn one step. Although somewhat different, an electrical and mechanical analogy applied to robot control [l] has been presented.
Stepper motors are used extensively in many applications, notably in the computer peripheral area (disk drives, etc.). Examples of robots driven by stepper motors include the Merlin robot by American Robot Corporation [ll] .
Stepper motors have a number of advantages over conventional motors, including simplicity of construction and control [ll] . In addition, stepper motors have advantages with respect to reliability -a common failure mode for a motor drive power amplifier is for an output transistor to short from collector to emitter, applying full voltage to the motor armature, resulting in a runaway condition in a conventional motor. For a stepper motor however, this will cause the motor to move one step and hold [ll] . Thus the digital nature of the stepper motor provides certain inherent advantages.
Disadvantages of stepper motors include restrictions on the torque and speed available (in order to keep the motors from being backdriven or from 'overstepping'). However, the problem of overstepping can be alleviated by the addition of a position sensor.
Practically, this means that to guarantee that stepper motors remain in the digital mode, a user would have to specify operating conditions for each joint (maximum speed, torque, etc. to keep the stepper in its nominal mode and not slipping or missing steps) and this would probably be a non-trivial calculation for each given organization of joints, i.e. robot type.
This is an inevitable consequence of restriction of physical devices to a digital mode. However, this is pushing the difficulty from on-line to off-line (i.e. provided the system is operated within the operating conditions, it should predictably be in a specified (one of a finite number of) configuration). Deviations could. only be due to a fault somewhere. This is analogous to saying that provided the operating conditions of a chip or array of electronic modules are proper (voltages at appropriate levels, signals of a low enough frequency for complete logic propagation), the system should be at one of a (possibly large) set of states which are encoded with a series of 0's and 1's. The analogy between digital circuits and stepper motor operation can be further extended by considering a simulation of stepper motor operation and comparing it with the behavior of a digital logic shift register. A similar digital circuit would be the shift register, drawn in a ring with buffer circuits and pass transistors in Figure 7 . Upon the assertion of the Reset signal, a logic '1' is loaded and appears at output zero, 00 This logic bit, which compares to the motor shaft position, can then be moved around the 'circle' by successive control signals, VA , VB , VC and so on. The control signal will need to be presented at the appropriate frequency and the bit can rotate in a similar manner to the stepper motor, as seen in Figure 8 . 
Some Benefits of Digital Robots: Fault Detect ion
Some advantages of using digital robots are immediate. First, the nature of control of the devices changes completely, from being a complex issue involving significant analysis, into what becomes essentially a counting operation between discrete steps. Notice that for digital robots of the type discussed here, this is truly a correct model, not an approximation. Basically, the difficulties of the continuous-time dynamics are removed from the user and transformed into the 'operating conditions' for the device.
This has much wider benefits than simply making control simpler. For conventional robots, the analog nature of their operation means that a whole host of other issues are directly affected by unexpected variations such as unmodeled dynamics, etc.. For example, fault detection for conventional manipulators is a nontrivial task. In order to generate effective fault detection tests, thresholds taking into account unmodelable variations in the continuous-time world must be derived [28] . These thresholds are difficult to find, and it has not yet proved possible to formally prove the effectiveness of existing robot fault detection strategies. Fundamentally the problem is that errors from the continuous-time dynamic world 'leak' into the logic of fault detection, preventing a purely logical analysis.
However, for the digital robot, these problems disappear. For example, for a stepper motor (operated in digital mode, i.e. under speeds and loading such that steps are made and not missed), the model of joint evolution is (precisely) given as:
where x(k) is the state of the joint (in number of steps) at time k, h is the (time) step size between k and k+l, and v(k) is the joint velocity at time k (in number of steps per unit time h). The joint is assumed to have a position sensor (measuring the number of steps) with output y (k) .
For this discrete time system, the classical approach of Analytical Redundancy (51 can be applied to formally find a fault detection test (residual), which is given as: This is hardly surprising, (the residual simply states that the difference in the number of motor steps between successive time steps should be the commanded number), but consider the parallel for the traditional case. In that situation, due to the inherent fluctuation in the continuous signals involved, the corresponding residual P ( k ) is never truly zero, and a threshold needs to be devised to account for 'normal' deviations from zero. Thus, when a fault occurs, its effect on P ( k ) must be separated from the noise. This is complex and non-trivial [28].
In the discrete-time case, P ( k ) is an integer operation, the equation holds exactly in normal operation, nonzero P ( k ) implies a fault condition, and no thresholds are required. Thus the analysis is reduced from a very complex one to an almost trivial case. In addition, the transfer to the digital world has resulted in linear dynamics for the joint. This allows us to use the wide range of linear methods (such as Analytical Redundancy) which constitute the vast majority of formal fault detection approaches in the literature (in previous attempts to 'prove' fault detection for robotics, linearized models have been used). Thus the switch to the digital domain has resulted in a linear model that correctly describes the evolution of the system, and thus allows rigorous analysis.
We thus in this case have achieved the ability to formally give a logical 'proof' for fault detection (trivial in this case, simple checking for non-zero P ( k ) ) , due to the reformulation of the robot motion problem from the continuous to discrete case. Essentially, due to the digital operation, the inherent modeling errors are removed to (and kept within) a lower level, allowing us to reconstruct the important information at the digital level. The situation is somewhat analogous to that of the switch in music technology from analog LP's to digital CD's. If an LP was scratched, this imperfection necessarily affected the sound as a fault, since the whole range of the continuous domain was being used for sound reconstruction information. However, for the CD, a surface scratch is less critical, since provided the information decoder can still distinguish 'zeros' from 'ones', the originally intended sound can be exactly reconstructed.
In a similar fashion a digital robot would be encoding its 'key information' digitally, and thus providing a natural barrier to 'analog noise'. This is clearly highly bengficial for fault detection, but also for a whole host of other tasks at a 'logical level', where currently formal analysis is prevented by uncertainty due to analog level uncertainty.
Discussion and Conclusions
While there has been much progress in robotics in the last few years, the field is still essentially in its infancy. Although current research is adding important core scientific and engineering results and understanding to the area, the field still largely consists of small groups of experts working with 'one of a kind' or 'several of a kind' devices. There is as yet no significant 'consumer robotics' or truly large scale commercial robotics products. The robot equivalent of the Model T Ford or the Apple Macintosh Computer does not yet exist.
While it is clearly important to have a core group of experts at the cutting edge of research, in a mature industry it should not be necessary to be an expert to develop or use the basic technology, as tends t o be the case in robotics at present. Ways need to be found to expand robotics into a major industry, with 'many-of-a-kind' devices based on consistent industrywide specifications. Digital robots, as suggested in this paper, offer a way to achieve this, for many potential as yet unexplored applications. Potential applications are wide-ranging, with notable exceptions being where exceptionally high precision, and probably speed, is required. For example, the toy industry is an area with a massive market, which would love to have a profitable series of robotic toys. For toys, high speed and high precision are much less important than in traditional robot applications, and thus digital robots could find a very profitable niche in this arena. Other existing industries, such as service robotics, could also benefit significantly from adoption of digital robots.
The digital robots proposed in this paper would be simpler to model, more modular and interchangeable, and more predictable and amenable to diagnosis than current 'analog' robots. The price paid for this would be the imposition of appropriate constraints on the operation of the robot in order to guarantee digital operation, in a similar fashion to digital electronics. In this way, the paradigm would be transferring the complexity from the practitioner (the user) to the developer (the specialist) -note that in traditional robotics these two are usually the same -, who would have to specify the constraints under which the robot would operate in its predictable (digital) range.
There are strong potential 'big wins' for both practitioner and developer. The practitioner would benefit from being able to exploit the relative simplicity and modularity of the resulting devices. It would be possible to compare and contrast robots developed at different locations, and initially for quite different purposes. Through the existence of a consistent set of 'digital specifications', a formal 'robot store' would come into existence, from which practitioners could choose robots and/or components. Practitioners would not need to know lower-level control or dynamics details, merely the needs of their application and the operational specifications of each candidate robot/subsystem.
For the developer, thanks t o the ability t o formally categorize the 'digital' subsystems (joints, etc.), it would now become feasible to formally discuss the design, construction, and analysis of robots via the chaining together of modular digital subsystems. Standard 'benchmarks' for robot operation could be set up, leading to a formal 'robot toolkit'. It would now be possible to determine the feasibility of matching systems developed at different places, initially for quite different purposes. A common set of specifications for digital operation (essentially input/output specifications) of robot modules, which would be inherent in the digital robotics technology, would also provide developers with a consistent basis with which to contrast and compare their products. Thus it would be easier to market new robots across the field, with obvious benefits for both developer and practitioner.
There are also benefits for researchers. For many robotics researchers whose primary focus is not on analog issues, the digital robots would provide effective research platforms without the need for writing or modifying low-level planning and control algorithms. There would also of course still be a significant need for 'traditional analog' robotics expertise and research. New research results at the analog (physics-based) level which could improve the performance of robot modules (improve the 'digital specifications') would be instantly applicable. A successful market for digital robotics would provide a significantly increased ability for many researchers to transfer their algorithms and devices to a much wider audience than at present.
From a fundamental research point of view, a series of fascinating and difficult challenges emerge here. Clearly, the task of defining and calculating the operating constraints on the 'modules' is both interesting and challenging. The question of how such modules could and should be connected together (possibly to generate quite new types of robots) is also of prime interest. There has already been some discussion of building evolving modular robots via 'molecules' [12, 171. The ideas discussed in this paper touch on all these issues, which appear difficult yet solvable at this time with current technology, given sufficient motivation and effort. The potential rewards could be very great indeed.
